Q&A - Klein-Glienicke Rallye
Questions

Answers

1. What did visitors need to be able to enter Klein
Glienicke during the Wall period?

A pass

2. How many of the Swiss houses built in the 19th
century still stand in Klein-Glienicke today?

5

3. What lettering can be found on the front of the house?

CONSUM

4. How long was the tunnel that two families dug for their
escape from Klein Glienicke to West Berlin (with a
children's shovel and a stemless spade?)

10 m

5. What happened during the roof repair on May 7,
1965?

Two roof buildings
escaped to West Berlin

6. What did relatives need to care for and visit their
families' graves?

A graveyard pass

7. What was the name of Karl's sweetheart?

Minna

8. What Bible quote underlies Türks' philanthropic
efforts?

"Let us do good and not
get tired"

9. What "healing profession" did Mrs. Ulla Linow-Wirth
have?

Doctor for dolls

10. Which (artificial) relic of the "Swiss Mountains" by
Prince Carls can still be seen on the right in front of
the 'modern Swiss House'?

A boulder

11. What important function did the building fulfil at the
end of the cul-de-sac during the Time of the Wall?

Fire engine house

12. To which account was the purchase price of the
House of the Lipmann family paid in 1937?

Reichssicherheitskonto

13. In which country did Fritz Hirschfeld find acceptance
after fleeing Nazi Germany?

The Netherlands

14. Lillian Harvey was very polyglot. In which languages
did she shot her films one after the other and in front
of the same set?

German, French, English

15. With which coup attempt did Hitler associate the
murder of General Schleicher and thus justify his
violent death?

Röhm Putsch (Röhm coup)

16. Onto which lake does the Admiral-Scheer Blick opens
to the viewer?

Griebnitzsee (Griebnitz
Lake)

17. What was the name of the bridge that connected both
Klein Glienicke with Babelsberg until 1945 and was
only destroyed in the last days of the war?

Enver-Pasha Bridge

(Security account of the
empire)

